SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

SALZBURG CHOP SEMINAR
MEDICAL LEADERSHIP
Sunday, June 18 – Saturday, June 24, 2023
Schloss Arenberg, Salzburg, Austria

Course Director: Evan S. Fieldston, MD, MBA, MSHP

SPEAKERS AND TOPICS:

Patricia A. DeRusso, MD, MS
Director, Healthy Weight Program
Division of Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA
USA

• Workshop: Working with Your and Others’ - DISC Styles & Leadership Styles
• What Leaders Do
• Personal Leadership Vision
• Workshop: Faculty Present Template & Leadership Challenge Example/ Take Learnings and Plan for Change, Fellows Share Challenges/ Frame Context
• A Primer on Influence, Persuasion & Negotiation
• Coaching & Feedback
• Courageous Conversations
• Career Development / Leadership Journeys & Leadership Learnings

Brendon Ardieta, JD
Assistant Vice President for Strategy
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA
USA

• Workshop: Working with Your and Others’ -- DISC Styles & Leadership Styles
• Accountability, Goal Setting
• Building High-Performing Teams
• Workshop: Faculty Present Template & Leadership Challenge Example/ Take Learnings and Plan for Change Fellows Share Challenges/ Frame Context
• Systems Thinking
• Strategy I: Approach
• Strategy II: Implementation

© Open Medical Institute 2023
Evan S. Fieldston, MD, MBA, MSHP
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania
Vice President & Associate Chief Medical Officer for University City
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA
USA

- “Leadership” Overview/Challenges, Lead Self, Lead Others, Lead Organization
- Leadership Styles & Characteristics
- Workshop: Working with Your and Others’ -- DISC Styles & Leadership Styles
- Workshop: Faculty Present Template & Leadership Challenge Example/ Take Learnings and Plan for Change Fellows Share Challenges/ Frame Context
- Innovation & Creativity

Scott Switalski, JD
Senior Manager, Leadership and Professional Development
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Roberts Center for Pediatric Research
Philadelphia, PA
USA

- Emotional Intelligence
- DISC Styles
- Workshop: Working with Your and Others’ -- DISC Styles & Leadership Styles
- Workshop: Faculty Present Template & Leadership Challenge Example/ Take Learnings and Plan for Change Fellows Share Challenges/ Frame Context
- Coaching & Feedback
- Courageous Conversations
- Promoting Change